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Why Read
Picture Books
in Science Class?
Think about a book you loved as a 

child. Maybe you remember the 
zany characters and rhyming text 
of Dr Seuss classics like One Fish 
Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish or the 

clever poems in Shel Silverstein’s Where the Side-
walk Ends. Perhaps you enjoyed the page-turning 
suspense of The Monster at the End of This Book or 
the fascinating facts found in Aliki’s Digging Up 
Dinosaurs. You may have seen a little of yourself 
in Where the Wild Things Are, Ramona the Pest 
or Curious George. Maybe your imagination was 
stirred by the colourful illustrations in The Very 
Hungry Caterpillar or the stunning photographs 
in Seymour Simon’s The Moon. You probably 
remember the warm, cosy feeling of having a 
treasured book like Frog and Toad Are Friends 
or Charlotte’s Web being read to you by a parent 
or grandparent. But chances are your favour-
ite book as a child was not your Year 3 science 
textbook. The format of picture books offers  
certain unique advantages over textbooks and 
chapter books for engaging students in a science 
lesson. More often than other books, fiction and 
nonfiction picture books stimulate students on 
both the emotional and intellectual levels. They 
are appealing and memorable because children 
readily connect with the imaginative illustrations, 
vivid photographs, experiences and adventures of 

characters, engaging storylines, the fascinating 
information that supports them in their quest for 
knowledge and the warm emotions that surround 
the reading experience. 
 What characterises a picture book? We like 
what Beginning Reading and Writing says, “Picture 
books are unique to children’s literature as they are 
defined by format rather than content. That is, they 
are books in which the illustrations are of equal 
importance as or more important than the text in 
the creation of meaning” (Strickland and Morrow 
2000, p. 137). Because picture books are more likely 
to hold children’s attention, they lend themselves 

Teachers enjoy using picture books.
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 Title Bubble, Bubble Pop! A Book About Bubbles
 Author Mercer Mayer  Kimberly Brubaker Bradley
 Illustrator Mercer Mayer Margaret Miller
 Publisher Gingham Dog Press HarperTrophy
 Year 1973 2001
 Genre Story Nonfiction Information
 Summary With magic bubble solution, Simple text explains how soap  
  a boy discovers that he can blow  bubbles are made, why floating  
  any kind of bubble imaginable:  bubbles are always round and what  
  a kangaroo, a bird, a car or a boat. makes them pop.
  

Description
Learners engage in a scientific investigation to answer the question, “Are free-floating bubbles always 
round?” By experimenting with different-shaped bubble wands and then reading a nonfiction book to 
support their findings, learners collect evidence to answer the question and then share their findings 
with others by creating a poster. 

Suggested Year Levels: F–2

Bubbles

Featured  
Picture 
Books 
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More Picture-Perfect Science LeSSonS

Time Needed
This lesson will take several class periods. Suggested scheduling is as follows:
Day 1:  Engage with Bubble, Bubble read-aloud and Explore with Bubble Shapes Investigation
Day 2:   Explain with Looking at the Data and Pop! A Book about Bubbles read-aloud
Day 3:   Elaborate with Bubble Toy Testing and Evaluate with Sharing Our Findings

Materials 
bubble solution (see recipe)
small cups (1 per pair of students)
round bubble wands (1 per pair of students)
pipe-cleaners (3 per pair of students)
assortment of bubble toys

Student Pages
Bubble Shapes Data Table

Background 
Children can experience the nature of scientific investigations at an early age. The basic ideas about 
scientific investigations are actually quite simple. Scientists ask questions, design investigations to an-
swer the questions, collect data, read or talk to other experts to find out what is already known, come 
up with answers based on the data and share their results with others. This lesson is not just about 
bubbles. It is also about the nature of scientific investigations – the notion that people are more likely 
to accept your ideas if you can give good reasons for them. 
 Students will discover that no matter the shape of the bubble wand, bubbles always take on a round 
(spherical) shape after they break free of the wand. Free-floating bubbles are round because they always 
hold the gas inside of them with the least possible surface area. If an elongated bubble is formed, it will 
eventually form a sphere or break into two spheres before it bursts. Note that bubbles would be perfect 
spheres only under ideal conditions of no gravity, no air movement and no air resistance, but students 
will be able to observe a basically round shape once a bubble becomes free floating.

Recipe for Bubble Solution 
(From Pop! A Book About Bubbles)
1 tbsp. of dishwashing liquid
1 tbsp. of glycerin
9 tbsp. of water 

Stir very gently, so you don’t make foam.  
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Over in the Ocean

into the water.” Then re-read each page and invite 
students to make observations about the charac-
teristics of each animal.
 Point out that the illustrator was very clever in 
creating the unique characteristics of each animal. 
For example, she used a plastic mesh bag that once 
held tomatoes to create the tiny fish scales on the 
clownfish. Have students speculate how she may 
have created other details, such as the thin ribbons 
of seaweed on some of the pages (she actually used 
a pasta maker).

explore/explain
Ocean Animal Sorting
Next, tell students that they will be practising 
their observation skills using ocean animal models. 
Pass out a variety of plastic models, one to each 
student. (Students may want to know the names 
of the animals. The Coral Reef Toobs have the 
name of each animal stamped on the bottom.) 
Ask questions such as:

?	What colour is your animal?

?	What patterns does it have on its body?

?	How many arms or fins does it have?

?	What shape is it?

?	Does your model look like any of the animals 
from the book? Which animal?

 Next, pass out additional sea animal models so 
that each pair of students has a set of six or more 
animals to work with. Then pass out the Ocean 
Animal Sorting student page to each pair. Explain 
that they will be using the circles on the page to 
sort their animals into two groups. Model how to 
do this, for example: “These animals all have blue 
on them. These animals do not. I can sort them 
into two groups: Blue and not blue.” 
 Then model another way to sort the animals 
based upon a different characteristic, for example: 
“These animals all have fins. These animals all have 
arms. I can sort them into two groups: animals 
with fins and animals with arms.”

 engage
Over in the Ocean: In a Coral 
Reef  Read-Aloud
 Inferring
Read the title, and introduce the author and illus-
trator of Over in the Ocean: In a Coral Reef. Show 
the cover of the book. Ask:

?	Have you ever heard of a coral reef?

?	From looking at the cover of the book, what do 
you think might be in a coral reef? (Seahorses, 
fish and plants are examples.)

 Point out that the beautiful artwork in the 
book was all done with a type of clay. Explain 
that the illustrator had to make very careful ob-
servations of the animals featured in the story by 
studying them in nature. She actually spent some 
time swimming near a coral reef to get up close 
and personal with some amazing ocean animals. 
Show students the picture of Jeanette Canyon in 
snorkel gear in the back of the book.
 Tell students that this book will help them 
learn about some of the amazing animals that 
live in a coral reef. Then read the book aloud. To 
increase student interaction with the book, invite 
students to show with their fingers and chorally 
respond with the number of baby animals pictured 
on each two-page spread page as you read or sing 
the verse (for example: “Over in the ocean far 
away from the Sun lived a mother octopus and 
her octopus ONE.”)

 Re-reading
Tell students that you are going to re-read the book 
for a scientific purpose. Explain that you would 
like them to look very carefully at the different 
animals that live in the coral reef and observe 
their special characteristics. Model this by reading 
the first two-page spread and then describing the 
octopus. For example, “The baby octopus on this 
page has eight arms. It has an oval-shaped head. 
It has two large eyes. It has many pink and white 
suckers along each arm. It is squirting black stuff 
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More Picture-Perfect Science LeSSonS

Time Needed
This lesson will take several class periods. Suggested scheduling is as follows:
Day 1: Engage with Roller Coaster read-aloud. Explore/Explain with Roller-Coaster Design  

Challenges 
Day 2: Elaborate with I Fall Down read-aloud and Dropping Races
Day 3: Evaluate with Falling Objects Quiz

Materials
Roller-coaster supplies for each group of 3 or 4 students:

2-metre length of foam insulation to fit a 2.5-centimetre pipe (split lengthwise) with a plastic 600-millilitre cup  
 taped to the end 

ball that will roll in the split pipe insulation prepared above, such as a table soccer ball, large marble  
 or ball bearing.

Supplies to use during I Fall Down read-aloud:

coin

key

Dropping races supplies for groups of students: 

tennis ball, marble, paperclip, coin, book 

notebook paper

dry sponge

bar of soap

heavy shoe

lightweight shoe

2 identical large rubber bands

Student Pages
Roller-Coaster Challenges
My Roller-Coaster
Dropping Races
Falling Objects Quiz

Background
By making careful observations and recording data, students in even the earliest year levels can begin 
to look for patterns in their work with motion and can determine the speed of an object as fast, faster 
or fastest. In this lesson, students investigate how to control the speed of a model roller-coaster and 
discover how gravity affects the motion of objects as they fall.
     Gravity is a force that pulls all objects toward the centre of the Earth. Earth’s gravity keeps us on the 
ground and causes objects to fall. It also keeps the Moon in orbit. The Sun’s gravity keeps the planets 
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RolleR-CoasteRs

in orbit around it. Although most roller-coasters are pulled up the first hill by a chain, what you may 
not realise as you’re cruising down the track at 96 kilometres an hour is that the coaster has no engine. 
Gravity is the main force responsible for the movement of the roller-coaster. Most of the time, the first 
hill on a roller-coaster slopes down about 50 degrees. This is the most exciting drop of the ride! The 
roller-coaster goes faster and faster the closer it gets to the ground. 
     One common misconception that many children and adults have about Earth’s gravity is that heavier 
objects fall faster than lighter objects. This is not true. Gravity affects all objects equally no matter how 
much they weigh. We all know that a feather falls slower than a hammer when dropped on Earth. This 
is because the feather is more affected by air resistance. If you could get rid of the air, the hammer and 
feather would hit the ground at the same time. The astronauts on the Apollo 15 Mission proved this 
to be true by dropping a feather and a hammer on the Moon from the same height at the same time. 
Both hit the ground at the same time. You can see actual video footage of the Apollo 15 astronauts 
dropping a feather and a hammer on the Moon with a quick internet search.

engage
Roller Coaster Read-Aloud
 Making Connections: Text-to-
Self/Turn-and-Talk
Show students the cover of the book, Roller 
Coaster. Introduce the author and illustrator, 
Marla Frazee. Tell students that Marla Frazee 
has three sons who love roller-coasters. One 
summer, their family spent a week on a driving 
holiday and the whole time her boys talked 
about roller-coasters: which boy was bravest, 
which ride was scariest, which drop was highest. 
This gave Marla Frazee the idea for making this 
book. (There is more information about Marla 
Frazee and her family on the book jacket and at 
www.marlafrazee.com.)
Before reading, ask:

?	Have you ever been on a roller-coaster? What 
was it like? If you’ve never been on one, what 
do you think it would be like?

Have students turn and talk to a partner.

Roller Coaster read-aloud

 Inferring
Begin reading the book, but stop after reading 
pages 14 and 15, where the roller-coaster is slowly 
going up the hill. Ask: 

?	What do you think the next picture in the book 
will look like? 
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More Picture-Perfect Science LeSSonS

Hard, Soft, Smooth, and Rough can give them clues 
about their rock’s identity. Many of the rocks they 
have been observing are described in the book. As 
you read the book aloud, stop after reading each 
rock description and ask students to hold up their 
rock if they think it is the one being described. Af-
ter reading, use the rocks chart on page 21 to help 
students identify their rocks correctly. Explain that 
many different kinds of scientists use these kinds of 
charts, also called keys, to identify unknown objects.  
 After reading, use the following questions to help 
students understand how size and shape might not 
be good properties to use to identify rocks. Ask:

?	What properties did you use to identify your 
rock? (Answers might include: colour, texture, 
lustre, swirls, stripes or specks.)

?	Were you able to identify your rock based on 
its size or shape alone? (no)

?	Why might size not be a good property to 
use to identify a rock? (Rocks are all different 
sizes depending on how they formed or broke 
apart from larger rocks – for example, a piece 
of granite can be any size.)

?	Why might shape not be a good property to 
use to identify rocks? (For the same reason as 
in the previous question – for example, a piece 
of granite can be any shape.)

?	What are the basic building blocks of rocks 
called? (minerals)

 Next, have students use magnifying glasses to 
see if they can find any specks, crystals, swirls or 
stripes in their rock samples. These are the minerals 
that make up their rocks. Some rocks are made 
of a single mineral, but most are made of several 
minerals. (A student who is observing a very fine-
grained rock may not be able to see any minerals. 
Geologists often use special microscopes to look at 
very thin slices of rocks so that they can determine 
mineral content and thus rock type.)
 Then ask:

?	What are the three main types of rocks you 
learned about in the book? (igneous, sedimen-
tary and metamorphic)

elaborate
Rocks: Hard, Soft, Smooth, 
and Rough Read-Aloud and 
Rock Identification
 Form groups of about five students. Give each 
student in a group a magnifying glass and one of 
the following rocks: obsidian, granite, sandstone, 
limestone or marble. Have each student observe their 
rock and compare it to the other rocks in their group. 
Ask:

?	Are the five rocks all the same kind of rock? (no)

?	How are they different? (They have differ-
ent properties: shape, size, colour, texture 
and lustre.)

?	Is it possible to look at a rock and tell what kind 
of rock it is? (Answers will vary; the following 
activity will help students understand how 
geologists identify rocks by their properties.)

 Next, tell students that the picture book Rocks: 

Measuring a rock
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